
Using A Voltage Sensor To Test The Voltage Of Plasma Wire 

This voltage sensor is supplied free of charge to assist users in fault 

finding if their tube does not light. It does not come with batteries.  

Part One: Inserting Batteries 

Tools required: 

1 x voltage sensor 

2 x AAA size batteries 

1 x small screwdriver (optional) 

 

 

1. Open the cover of the voltage sensor. You can do this by lifting the end 

of the cover using your fingernail. 



 

Alternatively, you can tilt the cover with a small screwdriver. Press the 

tool first and then tilt it upward. Be careful not to cut yourself. 



 

 

2: Put in the first AAA battery. The positive side should point to the tip of 

the voltage sensor. The battery will slide under the case. 



 





Press the second battery against the spring and slide it in like this: 

 



The batteries should now be stacked neatly like this: 

 



Step 3: Put the battery cover back on. 

 

 



Part Two: Using The Voltage Sensor.  

Working Principle:  

When the tip of the voltage sensor is near a high voltage, a red light will 

appear at the tip. 

Notes:  

Before use, test the voltage sensor in a power socket. Replace the 

batteries if the light is dim or fails to light. 

Always keep your fingers away from the tip of the voltage sensor during 

testing. 



1. When Spooky Central is powered off, the voltage sensor will not light 

up since there is no voltage.  

 

 



2. When Spooky Central is powered on and the tube running, the voltage 

sensor will light up. 

 

 



If the plasma doesn’t light up, see if the voltage sensor lights when 

placed next to the cable. If the sensor lights up, it means that something 

wrong with the tube. And if neither the plasma tube nor the voltage 

sensor light up, then the correct voltage is not being sent to the plasma 

tube. This can be caused by incorrect settings, a faulty plug, or 

component failure. Using this voltage sensor, problems are easier to 

understand and to solve. 

 


